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Dear Mhairi,
21/0369/PP Killoch Energy Recovery Park – Response to comments received by Ironside Farrar and
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Further to our comments submitted to yourself via email from Neil Sutherland on 12 October 2021,
please find enclosed an updated response of our review of the comments made by Ironside Farrar,
along with an updated copy of EIAR Appendix 10.2 detailing the differences in assessments made by
Wardell Armstrong and Ironside Farrar.
We have also now carried out an additional review of all the wireframes as Ironside Farrar questioned
the accuracy of the wireframe for Viewpoint 11. We therefore felt it was worth carrying out an
additional review of all the wireframes. The process included selecting additional control features in
the photographs from the LiDAR Digital Surface Model (DSM) provided by the Scottish Government
(Scottish Remote Sensing Portal | Scottish Government (remotesensingdata.gov.scot)) and adding
those to the 3D model of the development, to ensure the best fit possible of the 3D model to the
photographs. Control features included existing buildings in the views.
We also wish to clarify the use of green and red lines in the wireframes: red lines indicate where the
buildings and structures would be visible; green lines indicate where the buildings and structures
would be screened from view by both intervening landform and intervening vegetation and built
development.
Corrections are provided for Viewpoints 3, 9, 11 and 12, which have not resulted in the change of
assessments at Viewpoints 3, 9 and 11, but has increased the impact slightly at Viewpoint 12, however
the effect here would remain not significant. The corrections to Viewpoints 3 and 9 are only the use
of the red and green lines. For further details of the corrections, see the updated WA response section
of the Table in Appendix 1 of the Ironside Farrar report.
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Blue text: WA response
This response has been updated in November 2021, following an additional review of
all the wireframes provided with the application. Corrections are provided for
Viewpoints 3, 9, 11 and 12, which have not resulted in the change of assessments at
Viewpoints 3, 9 and 11, but has increased the impact slightly at Viewpoint 12,
however the effect here would remain not significant.
The additional review of all the wireframes was carried out as Ironside Farrar
questioned the accuracy of the wireframe for Viewpoint 11. We therefore felt it was
worth carrying out an additional review of all the wireframes. The process included
selecting additional control features in the photographs from the LiDAR Digital
Surface Model (DSM) provided by the Scottish Government (Scottish Remote
Sensing Portal | Scottish Government (remotesensingdata.gov.scot)) and adding those
to the 3D model of the development, to ensure the best fit possible of the 3D model to
the photographs. Control features included existing buildings in the views.
Also, to clarify the use of green and red lines in the wireframes, red lines indicate
where the buildings and structures would be visible. Green lines indicate where the
buildings and structures would be screened from view by both intervening landform
and intervening vegetation and built development. For further details of the
corrections, see the WA response section of the Table in Appendix 1 of this
document.
1.0

BACKGROUND AND BASIS OF OUR EVALUATION
The following review applies to the planning application for an energy recovery
park at Barr’s Killoch depot, located 2.5km west of Ochiltree in East Ayrshire. It
is based on the EIAR and landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA)
prepared by Wardell Armstrong dated May 2021.
This application is a revision of the original application dated 2015, which was
consented in 2017. The new proposal is for a different process which requires a
taller building and flue stack. Key differences are:
•

The proposed building is a maximum of 47.3m high, compared with the
consented 25m

•

The proposed flue stack is 75m tall compared with the consented 55m

•

The building is in the same location but has a smaller footprint.

This evaluation of the LVIA is based on a review of the EIAR and a visit to most
of the viewpoints and some other affected locations. We have also taken into
consideration our findings concerning the previous application. The purpose of
this report is to determine:
•

the overall adequacy of the assessment;

•

whether the conclusions are reasonable; and

•

potential issues relating to the development from a landscape and visual
point of view.
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2.0

REVIEW OF LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL ASSESSMENT
The landscape and visual impact assessment is in Chapter 10 of the EIAR with
Technical Appendices in Appendix 10.1 and 10.2. Landscape graphics and
visualisations are provided. The following review is based on the format of
Chapter 10 and covers the information in the Appendices and graphics where
relevant. The following should be read in conjunction with the LVIA documents.

2.1

Introduction
Section 10.1 briefly introduces the assessment and refers to other sections of the
EIAR to which reference should be made for related information.

2.2

Policy and Guidance
Section 10.2 lists the key policies (East Ayrshire LDP) and landscape and visual
assessment guidance (GLVIA and others).

2.3

Methodology
Section 10.3 details the scope of the assessment, extent of the study area,
consultations and introduces the assessment methodology, which is detailed in
Appendix 10.1. The assessment scope and methodology is broadly the same as
used for the 2015 LVIA and consistent with current best practice in LVIA. We
note the following:
1)

2015 LVIA: The assessment for the previously approved development is
referred to as the 2015 LVIA. This LVIA has the same scope but it is
emphasised that the baseline for the current proposal is the existing
undeveloped site, not the consented development.

2)

Study Area: the LVIA is based on a 10km radius from the proposed flue
stack. This seems reasonable.

3)

Landscape Sensitivity. Landscape sensitivity is assessed from a
combination of landscape susceptibility and value. This is more clearly
explained than in the 2015 LVIA.

4)

Landscape Effects. This section of Appendix 10.1 provides a detailed and
reasonable explanation of how landscape effects are assessed. We note
that the threshold of significance is set at moderate to substantial.
However, noting the criteria for moderate effects (a noticeable effect within
a wider area/ receptors of medium sensitivity), we would consider them
potentially significant.
It is up to the assessor to define the threshold for significant effects, this is
clear from paragraphs 3.32 to 3.36 of GLVIA3. WA considers that the
threshold of ‘moderate to substantial’ or greater is appropriate to this LVIA
and that it accords with the guidance in GLVIA3 at paragraphs 3.32 to 3.36,
5.53 to 5.57 and 6.42 to 6.45.
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5)

Visual Effects: Sensitivity, Magnitude and Significance. The method for
assessment of visual effects is also detailed and reasonable. We note the
following:
• In Table 3 criteria for determining overall level of visual effects, the
number of people affected is introduced as a factor, with a higher level
of effect relating to a greater number of people. This is not consistent
with the sensitivity or magnitude criteria detailed in Tables 1 and 2 and
is not consistent with guidance, which concentrates on the sensitivity of
the receptor type and the changes to the view, irrespective of numbers
affected.
Table 3 of Appendix 10.1 says and/or so the number of people affected
is a potential factor but not a key consideration, the sensitivity of the
receptors remains a key consideration.
• As with landscape effects, we consider that moderate effects have the
potential to be significant, described in Table 3 in terms of the proposals
being ‘noticeable in views but not dominating’, experienced by receptors
of medium sensitivity to the changes.
It is up to the assessor to define the threshold for significant effects, this
is clear from paragraphs 3.32 to 3.36 of GLVIA3. WA considers that the
threshold of ‘moderate to substantial’ or greater is appropriate to this
LVIA and that it accords with the guidance in GLVIA3 at paragraphs
3.32 to 3.36, 5.53 to 5.57 and 6.42 to 6.45.

6)

Zone of Theoretical Visibility. ZTVs have been produced for the top of the
flue stack (75m) and the main building (47.2m) out to a minimum distance
of 10km from the site boundary. The ZTVs of the consented flue and building
are shown also. They are based on a bare ground model and therefore show
maximum theoretical visibility, not accounting for trees etc.

7)

Selection of Viewpoints. Thirteen representative viewpoints have been
selected to assist the study and to illustrate effects. Four are illustrated with
photomontages and the rest with wireframe outlines. Two show near zero
visibility and many are selected where effects are unlikely to be significant.
• We note that compared with the 2015 LVIA an additional close
viewpoint has been included at Provost Mount.
•

In our experience, the number of viewpoints and the number illustrated
with fully rendered photomontages is low for this type and scale of
development.

The proposed viewpoint locations and photomontages were included in the
scoping report. WA consider that they are sufficient in illustrating the effects
of the scheme and the inclusion of any additional viewpoints or
photomontages would not change the assessment. EIAR Figure 10.1, the
ZTV, illustrates that the taller stack and building has not resulted in
substantially larger areas of land being within the ZTV.
8)

Photography, Photomontages and Wireframes. The equipment used and
process followed are detailed and are in accordance with the latest
Landscape Institute guidance. The applicant has chosen to illustrate all
views as 900 panoramas on A1 base, although this is not strictly necessary
as form most viewpoints the proposals and context would fit on an A3 base
comfortably. In our detailed review of viewpoints we note inconsistencies in
how the wireframes are presented.
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In conclusion, the LVIA methodology is comprehensive, methodical and largely
well reasoned. However, we consider the thresholds of significance to be high
and the number of viewpoints and photomontages to be comparatively low. We
also differ in some of the detailed assessments of magnitude and significance,
as discussed in sections 2.6 and 2.7 below.
The differences in assessment mainly comes down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to
be significant, where as Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside
Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment
and they do not conclude that the development would be unacceptable in
landscape and visual terms.

2.4

Landscape Baseline
Section 10.4 provides an overview of the landscape baseline conditions in the
10km study area. This includes the following:
•

Regional landscape character, in which the key characteristics of the
landscape character type (LCT) in which the site lies are listed

•

Valued areas and sensitive receptors including inventory listed
designed landscapes and locally designated landscapes.

•

Landscape character of the site and immediate surroundings including
settlements and properties, landform and drainage, landcover and
landuse, transport corridors and rights of way, landscape features and
‘aesthetics’

•

Land cover and features including settlement patterns, land use and
significant features including opencast mining and operational
windfarms

•

Landscape heritage of large country estates and coal mining.

We note the following:
1) Landscape Character. The baseline is updated to that of NatureScot 2019.
The site is located within the Agricultural Lowlands -Ayrshire LCT. Figure 10.2
shows there are 4 other LCTs within the ZTV/ 10km area, the closest of
which, Lowland River Valleys - Ayrshire, is 2km distant, although potential
effects on these are not described or assessed in any detail.
2) Gardens and Designed Landscapes. There are 2 inventory-listed GDLs in
the 10km area, Dumfries House 4.6km east and Auchincruive 7.5km
northwest.
3) Conservation Areas. Although assessed in the 2015 LVIA, we note these
are no longer referred to. The closest is Ochiltree just over 2km east. These
are not landscape receptors, they are covered in the heritage chapter, effects
on the settlement of Ochiltree as residential receptors is covered by the LVIA.
4) Landscape Designations. There are two SLAs within 10km. The closest is
the River Ayr SLA, 2km to the northeast at its closest. Another area, the Doon
Valley SLA, lies 8.6km to the southwest but is barely affected by the ZTV and
not considered further.
5) Settlements and Properties. There are two settlements within 5km, of which
Ochiltree 1.7km to the east is the closest. There are many individual
properties within 2km, of which the closest are listed. Killoch, directly opposite
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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the proposed development, south of the A70, is not listed and it is explained
in 10.10.7 that the property has been bought by the applicant.
6) Landform, Landcover and Landuse. The site lies on the south side of a
broad east-west ridge in a local area of small scale complex topography. Most
of the surrounding area is pastoral with medium-large fields. The location
within the Ayrshire coalfield is reflected by the presence of former and active
coal sites in the study area. The application site is a former colliery with some
original buildings still retained for use.
7) Transport Corridors and Rights of Way. The A70 runs east-west and lies
directly to the south of the site. There are a number of minor rural roads close
to the site. The closest core path from Ochiltree to Drongan passes through
Lessnessock, 765m to the east and 680m to the south of the existing site.
8) Landscape Features. This section describes prominent man-made features
within the study area. Note is made of the Eggar Barony chipboard plant
5.5km to the northeast with 48m stack and prominent vapour plume. Other
features include the Barony A-Frame, Killoch bing and the existing Killoch
works and coal rail head adjacent to the site. No mention is made of the
substantial electricity substation and overhead lines just over 1km west of the
site, although the substation is cited as part of the cumulative baseline in
Chapter 2.
The landscape baseline is a reasonable description of the area. It concludes by
stating that although the site lies on a broad elevated ridge, this sensitivity is
tempered by the visible reminders of former and continuing industry.
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2.5

Baseline Visibility
This section briefly describes the visibility as being a patchwork over a wide area
being further restricted due to surrounding extensive tree belts and plantations.
This could have been clearer in describing the wide visibility across the largely
open farmland to the south, from which the proposed development would be seen
widely as a skyline feature.

2.6

Assessment of Landscape Effects
Section 10.5 describes the potential landscape impacts of the project during
construction and operation. This includes:
•

Summary in Table 10.1 of potential physical and perceptual effects of
aspects of the development

•

Assessment of effects on landscape character during construction,
which are assessed as not significant

•

Assessment of effects on landscape character during operation,
including site, setting, host LCA; surrounding LCAs and ‘valued areas’
of which all but the direct site effects are assessed as not significant.

We note the following:
1) The assessment of construction impacts is briefer than the assessment of
long-term operational effects of the proposed windfarm. Our review
concentrates on the latter.
2) Table 10.1 divides the potential changes into physical effects and perceptual
effects, which repeatedly mention ‘tranquillity’. This is a rather limited
assessment of perceptual effects, given all the other aspects of landscape
character such as scale, pattern, rarity, scenic quality, condition etc. Effects
on tranquillity are not subsequently mentioned in the detailed assessment.
•

It is estimated that a plume from the stack would be visible for 6.6% of
daylight hours per annum, although would extend beyond the site for
1.81%

•

It is noted that red aviation safety lighting would be located on the flue
stack, but it is not anticipated to result in significant effects. However,
there is no indication of the light’s intensity and it is not detailed in the
description of the development. Such lighting on wind turbines in rural
areas is a noted concern and mid-range intensity lights typically used
can be easily visible over 10km.
It is expected that the lighting would be:
• Steady red medium intensity – minimum intensity of 2,000 Cd.
• Between 1.5 and 3m below the top of the stack to reduce the effects
of discolouration or corrosion from the exhaust fumes.
• Lighted from 30 minutes before sunset to 30 minutes after sunrise.
This may either be programmed or based on a twilight sensor.
• Additional red medium intensity lighting on the top of the main
building close to the east and west extremities of the roof maximum.
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The existing site and adjacent Killoch depot and railhead include lighting
columns and floodlights and there is lighting in the wider study area at the
settlements, properties and other built developments, therefore, as
concluded in table 10.1, the proposed lighting would not result in additional
significant effects.
3) Operational effects on the site are assessed as: sensitivity (medium to low),
magnitude (medium to high) and significance (moderate to substantial
adverse and significant. We note that:
•

Following our comments on the 2015 LVIA the assessment of sensitivity
now includes susceptibility as well as value.

•

Given the combination of sensitivity and magnitude we would expect an
assessment of moderate effects. However, given the increased height
of the development we would expect this to be significant.

•

It is noted that the significant effects would extend 1 to 1.5km beyond
the site. This would place them into the surrounding LCT (Agricultural
Lowlands - Ayrshire).

4) The detailed assessment of operational effects on the landscape character
of the setting is limited to the Agricultural Lowlands - Ayrshire LCT.
•

The assessment of medium sensitivity now includes susceptibility and
value, which are both rated at medium.

•

Overall effects are assessed at medium magnitude, moderate and not
significant. However, it is not clear whether this applies to the whole
LCT within the study area or areas closer to the site. It does not apply
to the whole LCT, effects would reduce with distance from the site.

Our assessment is that, given the prominence of the proposed development
and its widespread visibility, there would be potentially significant adverse
landscape effects in areas of this LCT close to the site, up to 1-2km,
particularly to the south of the A70 where views are fairly open (see VPs 7
and 8). This would accord with the site assessment reviewed in (3) above.
5) The assessment of ‘valued areas’ covers the two GDLs within the study area
and the nearby River Ayr SLA.
•

The selection of these receptors from the wider list is reasonable as the
other receptors are unlikely to be affected to a more than negligible
extent.

•

The assessment concludes that none of the areas would be significantly
affected. Although of high or medium value, their susceptibility to
change is low as they are separated from the site and have significant
tree screening. In turn, the extent of visibility and effects would also be
lower.

We consider the assessment of landscape effects to be reasonable. However,
we identify the potential for significant landscape effects in part of the Agricultural
Lowlands - Ayrshire LCT in the vicinity of the proposals.
Agreed, as stated in the third bullet point under point 3) above.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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2.7

Assessment of Visual Effects
Section 10.6 describes the potential effects of the proposed windfarm on visual
receptors within the study area. The assessment covers the main groups of
receptors in the surrounding area including:
•

residential receptors and settlements

•

transport routes including roads and railway

•

recreational receptors and access links including golf clubs, parks, core
paths and playing fields.

The assessment includes 13 agreed representative viewpoints, illustrated by
photographs and visualisations. These are assessed in Appendix 10.2 and used
to inform the assessment of the other receptors in the study area, which are also
recorded in Appendix 10.2 and summarised in section 10.6.
Significant effects are assessed for one of the 13 viewpoints; several properties
within approximately 1.5km and from the core path between Ochiltree and
Drongan.
2.7.1

Representative Viewpoints
Each viewpoint is illustrated by a 900 panoramic photograph. The appearance of
the proposed development is shown by accompanying wireframes or
photomontages superimposed on this baseline. The assessment of sensitivity,
magnitude of change, degree of effect and significance is detailed in Appendix
10.2.
Appendix 1 of this report shows the viewpoint assessments and a comparative
assessment, using the same criteria, carried out by Ironside Farrar. We note the
following:
1) Selection of Viewpoints. The number of viewpoints has increased from 12
in the 2015 LVIA to 13, taking in the nearby property of Provost Mount. This
is in response to our previous comment that a closer viewpoint and montage
would be informative. Location of viewpoints represents most effects of the
proposed development, although more would have been helpful, given the
greatly increased height of the proposed development.
The proposed viewpoint locations and photomontages were included in the
scoping report. WA consider that they are sufficient in illustrating the effects
of the scheme and the inclusion of any additional viewpoints or
photomontages would not change the assessment. EIAR Figure 10.1, the
ZTV, illustrates that the taller stack and building has not resulted in
substantially larger areas of land being within the ZTV.
2) Photographs and Visualisations. We have noted above that:
•

In most cases it is not necessary for the baseline photographs to be 900
panoramas as the proposals would fit easily into an A3 format.

•

Only four of the visualisations are photomontages. We consider many
of the wirelines used in the others are not an adequate illustration:
- They are shown only as outlines and not 3D wirelines capturing all
the edges of the structures. WA consider that the outlines are
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-

sufficient in illustrating how much of the development would or
would not be visible.
They are in some cases confusing as the red and green colouring
is not explained (we assume red = visible and green = screened)
and inconsistently applied. They have assumed correctly, green is
where the development would be screened by both intervening
landform and vegetation or buildings, red is where the development
would be visible.
Wireframes 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are correct.
Wireframes 3, 9, 11, and 12 have been corrected and revised
wireframes provided, for further details see the WA response
section of the Table in Appendix 1 of this document.

3) Assessments during Construction. Construction effects are briefly
referred to in para 10.6.3. The same receptors are affected as during
operation. Effects are assumed to be adverse but to have a lower magnitude
(not stated) due to their limited timespan.
4) Assessments of Sensitivity and Significance. In Appendix 10.2 we note
that two levels of sensitivity are given for most of the viewpoints, reflecting
the diversity of receptors. However, only one assessment of level of effects
and significance is made, and it is not clear which of the sensitivity levels is
used to derive this. In our review we have used the higher level. The LVIA
does the same, the higher level of sensitivity is used in the assessment.
5) Assessments of Magnitude. There are some changes in assessment of
magnitude compared with the 2015 LVIA. Some of these reflect comments
made in our review of that assessment, although the changes may also reflect
the increased height and visibility of the current proposals by comparison with
the consented scheme. Below we note the main differences between our
assessment and the LVIA.
For a review of the differences in viewpoint assessments see the
comparisons added to Table 1 in the attached EIAR Appendix 10.2, and the
comments added to Ironside Farrar Appendix 1.
6) Viewpoint 1. Mainshill. Noting the increased prominence of the proposed
compared with the consented development and the contrast with the rural
character of the view, we consider the assessment of magnitude would be
greater than the ‘low’ in the LVIA, at medium-low, leading to a moderate
and significant effect.
7) Viewpoint 2. A70 Mote Toll. We consider the assessment of magnitude
(medium-low) and significance (moderate) to be too low when considered
against the criteria in the methodology and noting the prominence of the
proposed development. Partial screening by farm buildings and visible
development on site attenuates magnitude but it is quite clearly of greater
scale than its surroundings. We assess medium magnitude and moderate
to substantial effect (significant).
8) Viewpoint 3. Core Path at Watston Farm. As with VP2, we consider the
assessment is too low at this proximity. We assess the effects at mediumlow magnitude and moderate effect (significant).
9) Viewpoint 8. B7046 east end of Sinclairston. This is assessed as a high
sensitivity receptor having a low magnitude impact leading to a slight to
moderate and not significant effect.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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•

Magnitude is lower than for the consented development, despite the
proposals being significantly taller

•

We consider the magnitude would be medium-low and assessment for
the high sensitivity receptors should be moderate and potentially
significant.

10) Viewpoint 9. A70 East of Tareglin. This is assessed as a medium
sensitivity receptor having a low magnitude effect leading to a slight and not
significant effect.
•

We consider that, due to proximity, magnitude of effect would be lowmedium despite partial screening by roadside trees. Effects would be
slight to moderate adverse and not significant. On the site visit it was
noted that the trees are all ash and appear diseased.

•

A clearer, slightly more distant view is available just before turning the
bend at East Tareglin.

11) Viewpoint 10. B730/ Barbieston Ave, Drongan. This is assessed as a high
sensitivity receptor having a low magnitude effect leading to a slight to
moderate and not significant effect.
•

The proposed development would be a noticeable feature on the
skyline.

•

We consider the assessment of magnitude would be low-medium and
the effect would be moderate and significant.

12) Viewpoint 12. Entrance to Gemmel’s Garden Centre. This is assessed as
a high sensitivity receptor having a negligible magnitude effect leading to an
imperceptible to slight and not significant effect.
•

The wireline is difficult to interpret as although the red colouring in many
of the wirelines appears to indicate visibility, the text implies complete
screening - and yet structures are partly visible.

•

We consider the visible proportion of stack and building would be
noticeable on the skyline and that effects would be low magnitude and
slight to moderate, not significant

13) Viewpoint 13. Provost Mount. This is assessed as a high sensitivity
receptor and medium-low magnitude, leading to a moderate and not
significant effect.
•

We consider this a significant under-estimate of magnitude. While the
vegetation surrounding the house would be an effective screen in
summer, the proposed development would be an easily visible and
dominating presence in winter

•

Effects would
significant.

be

medium-high

magnitude,

substantial

and

Conclusion in Relation to Viewpoint Assessments
Based on the visualisations and assessment criteria, we have frequently
assessed slightly higher magnitude and a greater number of significant effects
than has the LVIA (7 of 13 compared with 1 of 13). While proposed and
consented schemes are of comparable scale and character, the significantly
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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increased height of the main building and flue stack increase both its dominance
at close quarters and prominence at distance when cutting the skyline.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to
be significant where as Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside
Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment
and they do not conclude that the development would be unacceptable in
landscape and visual terms.
2.7.2

Residential Receptors
The LVIA assesses effects on 12 settlements within 10km and the ZTV and
individual properties lying within 2km of the site and within the ZTV. None of the
settlements are assessed as significantly affected but 9 properties/ groups are
assessed as experiencing substantial or moderate-substantial effects.
Our comments are based on a combination of the representative viewpoint
visualisations, maps, Google Earth and site visit:
1) Sensitivity of Receptor. Sensitivity of views from settlements and residential
properties is considered to be high. We agree with this as published
guidance normally considers residents to be of high sensitivity1.
2) Settlements. We are in broad agreement with the assessments and consider
that no settlement would be significantly affected as a whole.
3) Effects on Properties/ Groups of Properties. We are in broad agreement
with the assessment of effects on most properties. However, we note the
following: For a review of the differences in Properties/ Groups of Properties
assessments see the comparisons added to Table 3 in the attached EIAR
Appendix 10.2.
• Significant Effects: 9 properties are assessed as significantly affected,
compared with 14 in the 2015 LVIA, despite the greater prominence of
the current proposal.
• Killoch. This property lies directly opposite the site. We previously
noted the potential for severe effects. However, it is stated in 10.10.7
that the property has been purchased by the developer.
• Mote Toll and Laigh Tarbeg. As for the 2015 LVIA, we note the
differences in magnitude (low and medium respectively), which may
relate to the closer proximity and more open aspect of Laigh Tarbeg.
However, we consider that the magnitude would be higher for both. In
particular:
- In both cases the main building and stack would be skyline features,
similar to Lessnessock in VP7 - which is at a similar distance, views
the proposed development in the existing industrial context and is
given a medium-high magnitude from the viewpoint and in the
assessment of properties.
- A second property has been built at Mote Toll, with two storeys,
facing west towards the site.
- We consider the magnitude of effect would be low-medium for the
south-facing property, medium for the west facing property and for
Laigh Tarbeg medium-high. In all cases the effects would be
significant.

1

GLVIA 3 paras. 6.32-36
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•

•

Holehouse and Hilltop. It is difficult to see why these two properties
are assessed differently. In both cases there are open views of the
existing Killoch site and the proposed development would be seen at
similar distances on the skyline. We assess both at medium magnitude,
moderate-substantial and significant.
Provost Mount. Although this property is surrounded by trees, they only
partially filter the view in winter. The photomontage shows the proposals
would dominate at 300m. We assess effects as medium-high and
moderate-substantial and significant.

Conclusion in Relation to Residential Receptors
In conclusion we broadly agree with the assessment but consider that there
would be a few more properties experiencing significant effects.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to
be significant where as Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside
Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment
and they do not conclude that the development would be unacceptable in
landscape and visual terms.
2.7.3

Transport Network
This assessment is fairly comprehensive, covering all potentially affected main
roads, B roads and railway. No significant effects are assessed. We note the
following:
1) Sensitivity of Receptors. We agree with the sensitivity assessments of
medium for road users.
2) Minor Roads. No assessment is made of minor roads, of which there are
many close to the site which would be used by local residents who could
experience medium or medium-high magnitude effects on some sections.
3) A70. We note the assessment of medium magnitude, although it is not
entirely clear if this applies to the whole length of the route with the 10km
study area, or just to areas close to the site. While the whole route may not
be significantly affected, it seems probable that the length approximately
between Mote Toll and East Tareglin would be, even accounting for a degree
of tree screening. The LVIA says that the moderate adverse effect reduces
with distance from the site.
Conclusion in relation to Transport Routes
In conclusion the assessment of effects on routes is relatively comprehensive
and we broadly (although not entirely) agree with the assessments of
significance.

2.7.4

Recreational Receptors and Access Links
The assessment in Table 4 of Appendix 10.2 is comprehensive, covering all
potentially affected paths, golf courses and parks etc. One significant effect is
assessed; on the core path between Ochiltree and Drongan. We broadly agree
with the assessments of significance.
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Conclusion on Visual Effects
We note some additional significant effects on residential properties and roads.
These relate primarily to differences of judgement on magnitude.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to
be significant where as Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside
Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment
and they do not conclude that the development would be unacceptable in
landscape and visual terms.

2.8

Mitigation Measures
Section 10.7 describes the mitigation measures taken to avoid, reduce, remedy
or compensate for adverse effects of the proposed development. These are
similar to the consented scheme and include:
•

Locating the proposals in an area of existing industrial development

•

Siting the stack at the furthest point from the closest settlement

•

The colour of the stack and building cladding, together with a curved
roofline

•

Additional tree planting to enhance the existing screen along the A70
and to the southeast of the site.

As stated above, we do not consider the current tree screen to be particularly
effective in winter. Even with additional planting it would take many years to
become effective in screening the lower part of the development, leaving the
upper parts of the building and stack unscreened.

2.9

Cumulative Effects
Section 10.8 briefly addresses the cumulative effects of the proposed
development when considered in combination with other similar developments in
the study area. These are listed in EIAR section 2.7 and comprise developments
with tall structures which bear some comparison with the 75m flue stack or 47m
building. 5 lie within 5km and a further 4 within 10km. We note the following:
1) Cumulative Schemes. The cumulative developments are suitably chosen.
However, the electricity transmission lines emanating from the nearby
substation are not listed, although having towers of a similar height to the
building and being prominent in the landscape to the southwest and often
seen in front or behind the proposed development, depending on the position
of the receptor (see VPs 8 and 10).
2) Status of Cumulative Schemes: Despite indicating in 2.7.6 and 7 that
cumulative effects with existing, consented and planned schemes are
considered, the LVIA only considers cumulative effects with consented and
proposed schemes, stating in 10.9.1 that existing schemes have been
considered in the main assessment. We consider this to be an omission:
while they have been considered as landscape and visual baseline against
the proposed development, they are not considered in a cumulative sense.
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GLVIA3 at para 7.13 provides guidance on the timescale of proposals for
inclusion in a CLVIA, it states “Taking ‘the project’ to mean the main proposal
that is being assessed, it is considered that existing schemes and those
which are under construction should be included in the baseline for both
landscape and visual effects assessments (the LVIA baseline). The baseline
for assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should then include
those schemes considered in the LVIA and in addition potential schemes that
are not yet present in the landscape but are at various stages in the
development and consenting process.”
3) Significant Effects: As a result of the above approach removing nearby
cumulative schemes from consideration, no significant cumulative effects are
assessed. In the 2015 LVIA, significant effects were assessed at VP7 and for
3 properties. In our review at that time, we also considered that there would
be significant cumulative visual effects on the core path from Ochiltree to
Drongan and the A70 passing south of the site. If existing cumulative
developments are considered, this would remain the case.
Conclusion on Cumulative Assessment
We consider that the LVIA has under-estimated the potential for significant
cumulative effects through not including existing developments, including the
overhead lines passing south of the nearby substation.

2.10 Summary and Conclusions
Section 10.10 summarises the assessment and significant effects, concluding
that the significant landscape and visual effects would be limited to the site and
close surroundings. We note the following:
1)

The summary reasonably reflects the assessment findings.

2)

Compared with the consented scheme, no additional significant effects are
assessed, with two locations now found not to be significant.

3)

In contrast, we consider that, due to the increased height of the proposed
development, there would be an increase in the number of significantly
affected viewpoints and receptors compared with the consented
development.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects
to be significant where as Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however,
Ironside Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong
assessment and they do not conclude that the development would be
unacceptable in landscape and visual terms.
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3.0

OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT
This assessment addresses most of the key impacts, concluding similar effects
to the consented development. We consider there would be some additional
significant effects.
Key issues include:
1) Proposed versus Consented Developments. The proposed development
is significantly taller than the consented, with the potential to lead to an
increased magnitude of effect when seen in proximity or cutting a skyline.
2) Significance threshold. The threshold is high at moderate to substantial
and above. We consider moderate effects are potentially significant, based
on how levels of effects are described in the methodology, which appears to
define a material change.
It is up to the assessor to define the threshold for significant effects, this is
clear from paragraphs 3.32 to 3.36 of GLVIA3. WA considers that the
threshold of ‘moderate to substantial’ or greater is appropriate to this LVIA
and that it accords with the guidance in GLVIA3 at paragraphs 3.32 to 3.36,
5.53 to 5.57 and 6.42 to 6.45.
3) Landscape Effects. We note that significant effects would extend 1-2km into
the host Agricultural Lowlands LCT but agree that the effects would not be
significant over the whole area within 10km. We note mention of an aviation
warning light on the flue stack for which no further detail is provided.
It is expected that the lighting would be:
• Steady red medium intensity – minimum intensity of 2,000 Cd.
• Between 1.5 and 3m below the top of the stack to reduce the effects
of discolouration or corrosion from the exhaust fumes.
• Lighted from 30 minutes before sunset to 30 minutes after sunrise.
This may either be programmed or based on a twilight sensor.
• Additional red medium intensity lighting on the top of the main
building close to the east and west extremities of the roof maximum.
The existing site and adjacent Killoch depot and railhead include lighting
columns and floodlights and there is lighting in the wider study area at the
settlements, properties and other built developments, therefore, as
concluded in EIAR Table 10.1, the proposed lighting would not result in
additional significant effects.
4) Representative Viewpoints are reasonably comprehensive but low in
number by comparison with similar developments we have reviewed.
The proposed viewpoint locations and photomontages were included in the
scoping report. WA consider that they are sufficient in illustrating the effects
of the scheme and the inclusion of any additional viewpoints or
photomontages would not change the assessment. EIAR Figure 10.1, the
ZTV, illustrates that the taller stack and building has not resulted in
substantially larger areas of land being within the ZTV.
5) Visualisations. The proposed development is mainly visualised using an
outline. We consider this is not adequate for the purposes of assessment,
except when illustrating views where it would be largely hidden behind
foreground. Furthermore, the wirelines outlines are coloured red and green,
which we assume illustrates unscreened and screened portions of the
development, but this is not consistently applied in the visualisations.
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They have assumed correctly, green is where the development would be
screened by both intervening landform and vegetation or buildings, red is
where the development would be visible.
Wireframes 1, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are correct.
Wireframes 3, 9, 11, and 12 have been corrected and revised wireframes
provided, for further details see the WA response section of the Table in
Appendix 1 of this document.
6) Viewpoints Sensitivity Levels. The detailed assessment of viewpoints often
cites different levels of receptor sensitivity but only one level of effect. we
have assumed it is the most sensitive receptors that are assessed with
magnitude leading to the stated levels of effect.
They have assumed correctly, the higher level of sensitivity has been used in
the assessment.
7) Representative Viewpoint Assessments. Many of the assessments are, in
our opinion, inconsistent with the visual evidence given the stated criteria for
magnitude. We have identified many effects at a higher magnitude and a
greater number of significant effects.
GLVIA3 at paragraph 2.25 recognises that there can be differences in
professional judgements made. See the comments added to EIAR Appendix
10.2 attached for details, there are no inconsistencies in the WA LVIA. It is
assumed that Ironside Farrar are therefore referring to inconsistencies
between the WA assessment and their assessment and these mainly come
down to half a point on the magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider
moderate adverse effects to be significant whereas Wardell Armstrong do
not. Overall, however, Ironside Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the
Wardell Armstrong assessment and they do not conclude that the
development would be unacceptable in landscape and visual terms.
8) Visual Effects. We are broadly in agreement with the range of receptors
assessed and the assessments of magnitude and significance. However, we
note some inconsistencies and consider there would be slightly more
significant effects than the LVIA finds.
See the comments added to EIAR Appendix 10.2 attached for details, there
are no inconsistencies in the WA LVIA. As above, it is assumed that Ironside
Farrar are therefore referring to inconsistencies between the WA assessment
and their assessment and these mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects
to be significant whereas Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however,
Ironside Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong
assessment and they do not conclude that the development would be
unacceptable in landscape and visual terms.
9) Assessment of Cumulative Effects. The assessment is minimal
considering the detailed explanation of the methodology. The apparent
exclusion of existing cumulative developments from the CLVIA (as opposed
to the LVIA) means that no significant effects are found.
GLVIA3 at para 7.13 provides guidance on the timescale of proposals for
inclusion in a CLVIA, it states “Taking ‘the project’ to mean the main proposal
that is being assessed, it is considered that existing schemes and those
which are under construction should be included in the baseline for both
landscape and visual effects assessments (the LVIA baseline). The baseline
for assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should then include
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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those schemes considered in the LVIA and in addition potential schemes that
are not yet present in the landscape but are at various stages in the
development and consenting process.”
In conclusion we consider that the assessment is not adequately illustrated and
in general underestimates the potential visual effects for many representative
viewpoints. We are broadly in agreement with the identification of visual effects
for specific receptors but consider that there would be a wider range of significant
effects.
WA consider that viewpoint locations and photomontages are sufficient in
illustrating the effects of the scheme and the inclusion of any additional
viewpoints or photomontages would not change the assessment. The
differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the magnitude
scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to be significant
whereas Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside Farrar do not
fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment and they do not
conclude that the development would be unacceptable in landscape and visual
terms.
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4.0
4.1

CONCLUSION
Review of Assessment
The LVIA for the proposed Killoch ERP 2021 is a reasonably thorough
assessment of the potential impacts of the proposals. However, we have some
reservations concerning the detailed assessment. In particular:
1)

Representative viewpoints are low in number and poorly illustrated for this
scale of development, particularly given the significant increase in height of
the main structures by comparison with the consented development.
WA consider that viewpoint locations and photomontages are sufficient in
illustrating the effects of the scheme and the inclusion of any additional
viewpoints or photomontages would not change the assessment.

2)

We have identified a number of potentially significant effects in addition to
those assessed by the applicant.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects
to be significant whereas Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however,
Ironside Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong
assessment and they do not conclude that the development would be
unacceptable in landscape and visual terms.

3)

The cumulative assessment is minimal and does not take account of existing
related developments.
GLVIA3 makes it clear that existing related developments are part of the
baseline and should be considered throughout the assessment, which is
what the LVIA has done, the cumulative assessment should then include the
addition of potential schemes that are not yet present in the landscape but
are at various stages in the development and consenting process.

There are three key issues to be considered in this case:

4.2

1)

The design of the proposed development in relation landscape character
and visual amenity.

2)

The potential for significant landscape and visual effects on sensitive
receptors.

3)

The potential for significant cumulative landscape and visual effects.

Location, Design and Strategic Landscape Issues
The proposed Killoch ERP lies in a lowland mixed farming landscape. Whilst
predominantly rural in character, the surroundings include settlements and areas
of industry as well as bearing the marks of past and present coalmining.
Increasingly there is a backdrop of wind energy, and electricity transmission lines
cross the landscape.
The site itself lies entirely within an existing mixed business and industrial site.
Industrial usage spreads to the north, west and east, with the Killoch coal depot
and a partially restored bing to the north and west. To the south the landscape
character is more rural in character and the site is bordered by the main A70 road
and an extensive area of farmland.
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The proposed main processing area is in a building of large scale and significant
height. While the main building housing the boiler is over 47m high, the
surrounding lower structures are combined under a sloping roof structure,
designed to reflect the surrounding undulating topography. The flue stack, at
75m, is the tallest element and has been placed to the west of the main building,
furthest from the settlement of Ochiltree. Mitigation is embedded in this design
and includes a light grey colour scheme for the upper parts of the building and
stack which should reduce its wider prominence against the sky.
Additional mitigation includes existing bunding and maturing deciduous planting
along the southern and western edges, which would be supplemented by further
planting along the A70 and to the southeast corner of the site.
The site location and character indicates precedent for large scale business/
industrial development within the study area. However, it is clear that a balance
needs to be achieved between the scale and extent of development and the
surrounding predominantly rural area. Whilst the proposed development is
located within an existing developed site, its location on a broad ridge and the
height of structures mean that it would be prominent over a wide area, and that
effects on the surrounding rural landscape would be fairly extensive.
Compared with the consented development, the proposed scheme would be
significantly taller and more locally dominant. Both developments are large scale
and prominently located. However, the proposals would be notably more
dominant when seen in proximity and more likely to be prominent on skylines
when seen from a distance.

4.3

Significant Effects on Landscape and Visual Receptors
The proposed development lies in a rural lowland location with nearby
settlements and scattered farms and dwellings.
The LVIA assessed significant landscape effects on the site and up to 1.5km
beyond, but not for the surrounding landscape character areas. As indicated by
the site assessment, we consider that there could be significant effects on the
adjacent areas of Agricultural Lowland - Ayrshire, mainly to the south from where
the building would appear dominant (VPs 7 and 13). This is primarily because of
the scale and prominent location of the main buildings and flue stack, which
would be widely visible across a predominantly open landscape.
The adjacent rural landscape is not recognised by designation for its scenic
qualities. However, there are a number of locally designated landscapes and
designed landscapes in the study area. None of these has been assessed as
significantly affected. This is a conclusion with which we agree, although noting
potential significant visual effects at VP1.
Sensitive visual receptors close to the proposed development include the
settlements of Ochiltree (ca.2km east) and Drongan, (ca. 3.5km WSW) together
with a significant number of single/ small group residential properties lying within
2km. Other key receptors close to the windfarm, with visibility and the potential
for significant visual effects include the A70 and several core paths.
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The LVIA has assessed residential properties within a 2km area and concludes
that there would be significant visual effects on 9 properties. We consider that
more properties would be significantly affected.
The LVIA has also assessed the closest settlements and concluded that none
incur significant effects. We agree with this assessment.
The LVIA assesses no significant sequential visual effects on main roads within
the study area; but assesses that the core path between Ochiltree and Drongan
would be significantly affected. We largely concur with these assessments,
although consider that effects on the closest stretch of the A70 passing south of
the site would be significant.
In comparison with the consented development, we consider that there would be
a slightly greater number and higher level of significant effects. Despite the taller
structures proposed, the two developments would appear of a similar scale and
type in the wider landscape. However, effects on the closest receptors would be
higher as the proposed structures will be more dominant and for some more
distant viewpoints the greater height would render the structures more
prominently visible on the skyline.

4.4

Cumulative Landscape and Visual Effects
The proposed development is located in an area in which there are several
existing developments that bear some comparison in type, appearance and/or
scale. This lowers the sensitivity of the site and its wider surroundings but also
leads to the potential for cumulative effects and development clutter in the rural
landscape.
The CLVIA has included 9 similar developments including the nearby asphalt
plant and electricity substation, as well as more distant windfarms. We agree with
those that have been included. However, our site visit indicates that the extensive
network of high voltage electricity transmission lines in the study area should be
considered in the assessment.
The CLVIA is minimal and has assessed no significant cumulative visual effects,
possibly because it excludes existing cumulative developments, which are only
considered in the assessment of effects of the proposal itself.
Existing developments are part of the baseline throughout the WA LVIA.

4.5

Overall Conclusions
The proposed Killoch ERP is located within an existing business/ industrial use
site in a wider rural landscape character type partially affected by large scale
industrial development. It is located on the site of the consented plant; however,
the now proposed building and flue stack are of significantly greater height then
the consented structures.
The design of the main elements, their arrangement and colouring provides some
embedded mitigation. Existing peripheral bunding and planting would provide a
fairly low level of additional mitigation and screening, particularly in winter. This
may be enhanced in the long term but is unlikely to significantly reduce effects of
much taller structures seen from the south in particular.
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The proposed development would not therefore be entirely out of character with
the area. However, the scale of the main building elements, sited in a relatively
prominent location when seen from the south, leads to several significant
landscape and visual effects:
•

Local landscape character within 1-2km

•

Several residential properties within ca.1.5km

•

A local core path.

This generally accords with the WA LVIA.
The proposed development would have a greater number and range of
significant effects than the consented. Most of the effects are of a moderate,
rather than severe level. However, the most significant effects would be visual
effects on the closest residential properties.
The differences in assessment mainly come down to half a point on the
magnitude scale and that Ironside Farrar consider moderate adverse effects to
be significant whereas Wardell Armstrong do not. Overall, however, Ironside
Farrar do not fundamentally disagree with the Wardell Armstrong assessment
and they do not conclude that the development would be unacceptable in
landscape and visual terms.
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

3.7

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
1

Sensitivity of
High: Residents

View

Low

Slight

Mainshill within

N

Medium: Road

undulating farmland broken up with

south

and

The tops of the buildings and stack would be

adverse (not significant)

the River Ayr SLA

users.

hedgerows and tree belts to broad ridge

seen above the intervening landform and

west of Ochiltree.

vegetation and would just break the skyline,

Existing site is screened from view by

but the distance would mean they would

intervening topography and tree cover.

not be prominent.

Existing

Medium

floodlights

south-west

at

the

over

coal

to

low

due

to

increased

processing area are barely perceptible

prominence of proposals compared to

above the distant skyline.

consented

and

contract

with

to

Moderate

moderate

adverse

(significant)

rural

character.
At a distance of 3.7km it is considered the
assessment of low is sufficient as at this
distance the development would not be
prominent.
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

0.8

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
2

Sensitivity of
High: Residents

View west along main A70 public road.

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

A70 Moat Toll

E

Medium: Road

Existing site is in part screened from

The buildings and stack would be visible

significant)

Crossroads.

users.

view

development,

above the intervening built development.

however the existing asphalt plant, silo

They would be seen in the context of the

by

foreground

and railhead are evident above the

existing asphalt plant on the site.

skyline.

Medium the prominence of the proposed

Moderate

development. Partial screening by farm

substantial

buildings and visible development on site

(significant)

to
effect

attenuates magnitude but it is quite clearly
of greater scale than its surroundings
Medium to low is sufficient as the
development would be prominent but not
out of character with other structures in the
view.
3

High: Core Path

View west along public road and core

Low

Slight

Corepath to west

1.5

ENE

Medium: Road

path.

The buildings and stack would be visible

adverse (not significant)

to

side of Ochiltree

users.

Existing site is in part screened from

above intervening topography, buildings

at entrance to

view

and vegetation.

Watston Farm.

topography and buildings, however the

Medium to low due to proximity

Moderate

existing asphalt plant, is perceptible at

Low is sufficient for reasons given and as the

(significant)

the "end of the road".

view would be experienced for a small part

by

intervening

vegetation,

moderate

adverse

of a journey
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

6.5

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
4

Sensitivity of
High: Residents

View west-southwest over roundabout

Low to negligible.

Slight

Auchinleck at

ENE

Medium: Road

on the A76 at the western entrance to

The buildings and stack would be visible on

significant

A76/B70883

users.

Auchinleck.

the skyline, above intervening vegetation,

Existing site is entirely screened from

along with the Stack and plume from Eggar

view by intervening vegetation and

Barony plant and the Barony A Frame.

topography.

Views would be distant.

Roundabout.

adverse

(not

Stack and plume from Eggar Barony
plant are prominent features on the
skyline.
5

4

E

A70 at Coachford

Medium: Road

View west along A70 towards Ochiltree.

Negligible

users.

Existing site is entirely screened from

No change to existing view with the

view by intervening topography.

buildings and stack screened from view by

Bridge Layby.

Imperceptible

the intervening topography and tree cover.
6

High: Residents

View north-west from high ground.

Negligible

B7046 on the

Medium: Road

Existing site is entirely screened from

No change to existing view with the

east edge of

users.

view by intervening vegetation.

buildings and stack screened from view by

Skares.
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

0.8

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
7

Sensitivity of

View north-west over open pasture to

Medium to high

Substantial

Lessnessock

SE

High: Residents

the existing Killoch site.

The buildings and stack would be prominent

(significant)

Westmost

Existing site is in part set against an

in this view, they would be seen in the

Cottage).

existing backdrop of trees, however the

context of the existing buildings on site.

adverse

existing asphalt plant, silo and railhead
are evident above the skyline.
8

High: Residents

View north-east over gently undulating

Low

Slight

B7046 at the east

Medium: Road

pasture broke up by field boundary

Lower level elements of the proposed

adverse (not significant)

end of

users.

hedgerows.

development in part screened from view by

Existing buildings within the site are

foreground vegetation and set against

noticeable on and below the distant

existing tree belts. The stack and buildings

skyline. The pale colour of these along

would be visible in part above the skyline,

with that of several farm buildings

but over some distance.

stands out against the surrounding

Medium to low

Moderate

green. The plume form the Egger Barony

At a distance of 3.4km it is considered the

(significant)

plant is prominent in the distance to the

assessment of low is sufficient as at this

right of the view.

distance the development would not be

Sinclairston.

3.4

SSW

to

moderate

adverse

prominent.
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

0.9

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
9

Sensitivity of
High: Residents

View east along main A70 public road.

Low.

Slight

A70 to the east

WSW

Medium: Road

Existing site is in part screened from

Much of the proposed development would

adverse (not significant)

of East Tarelgin.

users.

view by the existing intervening tree

be screened from view by intervening trees

screen. However, the asphalt plant, silo

and screen bunding. The top half of the

and railhead are evident due to their

buildings and stack would be visible above

contrasting

the intervening trees.

colour

against

mature

shelterbelt backdrop.

10

3.4

SW

to

Medium to low despite partial screening by

Slight

to

roadside trees

adverse

Low is sufficient due to screening

significant)

moderate

moderate
(not

High: Residents

View north-east over gently undulating

Low

Slight

Drongan at

Medium: Road

pasture broke up by field boundary

Lower level elements of the proposed

adverse (not significant)

to

moderate

junction of B730

users.

hedgerows.

development in part screened from view by

/ Barbieston

The contrasting pale colour of the Kiloch

foreground vegetation and set against

Avenue.

Railhead stands out on the skyline as one

existing tree belts. The stack and buildings

of a number of built features on the long

would be visible in part above the skyline,

ridge. Buildings within the site are just

but at some distance.

perceptible on and below the distant

Medium to low as proposed development

Moderate

skyline.

would be a noticeable feature on the skyline

(significant)

adverse

Low is sufficient due to distance and
presence of other tall structures in view
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

6.7

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
11

Sensitivity of

View east over undulating farmland

Low to negligible

Slight

The Beeches at

W

High: Residents

broken up with hedgerows, woodland

View in the main unchanged, the tops of the

significant)

adverse

Coylton / Joppa.

and tree belts.

stack and buildings would just be visible,

Existing site is screened from view by

breaking the skyline. The view would be

intervening topography and tree cover.

distant.

(not

Killoch Colliery Bing (in part restored) is
a prominent landform feature on the
skyline.
12

2.3

NE

High: Residents

View south-east over rising farmland

Negligible

Slight

adverse

Public Road

Medium: Road

broken up with hedgerows, woodland

View in the main unchanged. The very top

imperceptible

opposite Heather

users

and tree belts.

of the proposed stack would be barely

significant)

Dene at entrance

Existing site is screened from view by

perceptible as it just breaks the skyline

to Gemmell's

intervening topography.

between the trees on the slope at the left

Garden Centre.

Killoch Colliery Bing is a prominent

hand side of the bing landform.

feature on the skyline.

Low as stack and building would be

Slight

noticeable on the skyline

adverse (not significant)

A corrected wireframe has been prepared, in

Slight

light of this the impact is now considered to

adverse (not significant)

to
to

to
(not

moderate
moderate

be low as the stack and building would be
partially visible.
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Table 1
Potential visibility from the Viewpoint locations, see Figures 10.6 to 10.18
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response, updated November 2021
Viewpoint

Distance (km)

Direction

Povost

0.3
Mount

(within property
curtilage)

Description of exiting view

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors

From site boundary
13

Sensitivity of

S

High: Residents

Filtered

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

vegetation on the garden boundary

view

north

through

the

The view of both the existing site and the

significant)

towards the site.

proposed development would be filtered
through foreground trees and substantially
screened when vegetation is in leaf, but in
winter there would be filtered, close views of
the development.
Medium to high as while the vegetation

Substantial

surrounding the house would be an

(significant)

adverse

effective screen in summer, the proposed
development would be an easily visible and
dominating presence in winter
Medium to low sufficient as half the year the
development would be screened.
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Table 2
Potential visibility from the settlements within 10km of the site and within the ZTV
Settlement

Distance (km)

Direction

6.2

Magnitude

Significance

Low to negligible

Imperceptible to slight adverse

Though the town is within the ZTVs, in reality there would be few views of the

(not significant)

visual receptors

From site boundary
Mauchline

Sensitivity of

N

High

proposed development due to intervening tree cover. Distance would further
reduce the magnitude of any available views.
Catrine

6.5

NE

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

Only the very south-eastern edge of the town is within the very edge of the ZTVs,
however in there would be no views of the proposed development due to
intervening tree cover.
Ochiltree

1.7

ENE

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Only the very western end of Ochiltree is within the ZTV and there would be views

significant)

from properties on the western edge of the settlement only. The stack and buildings
would be visible in part above the skyline with low level elements of the proposed
development screened from view by intervening topography and vegetation.
Viewpoint 3
Auchinleck

6.3

ENE

High

Negligible

Imperceptible to slight adverse

The central and southern part of Auchinleck are not in the ZTV and only the dwellings

(not significant)

at the very western end of the town adjacent to the A76 roundabout have any open
views to the south-west. From here, the plume of the Egger Barony plant is the
dominant feature (when active) and much of the proposed development would be
screened from view by intervening topography, with the top of the stack barely
perceptible beyond the Barony A-frame. Viewpoint 4
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Table 2
Potential visibility from the settlements within 10km of the site and within the ZTV
Settlement

Distance (km)

Direction

7.8

Magnitude

Significance

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

visual receptors

From site boundary
Cumnock

Sensitivity of

E

High

The higher elevated parts of the town to the north and east are within the ZTV,
however, there would be few available views due to intervening built development
and woodland screening. Where open views are possible, the distance from the
stack would reduce visibility.
Skares

5.5

SE

High

Negligible.

Imperceptible (not significant)

Though Skares is entirely within the ZTV, intervening woodland cover would ensure
that the proposed development would be screened from view. Viewpoint 6
Drongan

3.4

SW

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Land to the east of the centre and within the north-west of Drongan is within the ZTV

significant)

and there would be some views towards the development from the open edges of
these areas. From here, the lower level elements of the proposed development
would in part be screened from view by foreground vegetation and set against
existing tree belts. The stack and buildings would be visible in part above the skyline.
Viewpoint 10
Hillhead

5.3

W

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

Much of the settlement is within the ZTV, however mature woodland belts to the
east would screen all views of the proposed development.
Coylton

6.2

W

High

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

Much of the town is within the ZTV. In reality there are only views to the east from
dwellings on the eastern edge of the town and from here existing intervening
woodland cover would screen all proposed development with the exception of the
top of the stack. Viewpoint 11
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Table 2
Potential visibility from the settlements within 10km of the site and within the ZTV
Settlement

Distance (km)

Direction

7.3

Magnitude

Significance

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

visual receptors

From site boundary
Annbank

Sensitivity of

WNW

High

The settlement is almost entirely within the ZTV, however, existing mature woodland
along the River Ayr corridor would screen the proposed development from view.
Mossblown

8.0

NW

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

Approximately 50% of the settlement is within the ZTV however distance and visual
screening by intervening tree cover would ensure that there would be no views of
the proposed development.
Tarbolton

7.8

NW

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

The southern half of the settlement is within the ZTV however where open views
from the edge of the settlement are possible, the distance will mean that there
proposed stack would be barely perceptible.
Distances are measured from the closest point of the settlement to the proposed site boundary
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Creoch

560

N

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

E-W

High

Magnitude

Significance

Medium

Moderate to substantial

No views of existing Killoch site due to adjacent tree cover to the

adverse (significant)

south of the house, the intervening rising landform and the belt of
trees to the north of the site. The tops of the proposed buildings
and stack would be visible above the tree belt and landform,
mainly from the access to the property and in gaps though the tree
cover to the south of the house. The remainder of the
development would be screened from view by existing
topography and overlying vegetation.
Ardmhor

655

N

SW-NE, SE-

High

NW

Medium

Moderate to substantial

Impacts would be similar to those described above for Creoch.

adverse (significant)

Ardmhor is at a slightly lower elevation to Creoch but has an
elevation facing the site.
Unnamed property

670

N

E-W

High

NE of Creoch

Medium

Moderate to substantial

Impacts would be similar to those described above for Creoch and

adverse (significant)

Ardmhor. This property is at a lower elevation again, but there is
no vegetation surrounding the property breaking up views.
Gargowan

1850

N

SE-NW, SW

High

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

No views of existing Killoch site due to existing intervening
topography. Property is outside the building height ZTV. Proposed
stack would just break the skyline when viewed from the access
track.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Plotcock/

1775

N

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

S-N, W

High

Gowanpark House

Magnitude

Significance

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

No views of existing Killoch site due to existing intervening

significant)

topography.

Proposed stack and buildings would break the

distant skyline.
Corselet

1135

N

SE-NW

High

Medium

Moderate to substantial

There are no views of the existing Killoch site due to existing

adverse (significant)

intervening mature tree belts. Corselet is within the building
height ZTV and the proposed buildings and stack would be visible
on the skyline above the tree belts.
Pennymore

1485

NNE

NE

High

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

No views of existing site due to farm buildings and intervening
roadside trees. Proposed development would remain screened by
these features from the property itself but there would be more
open views from the access track.
Corselet Bungalow

1180

NE

NE

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

There are no views of the existing Killoch site due to existing

significant)

intervening mature tree belts. The bungalow is within the building
height ZTV and the proposed buildings and stack would be visible
on the skyline above the tree belts. Views would be limited by
garden buildings and vegetation.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Cawhillan

1410

NE

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

SSW, WNW,

High

NNE

Magnitude

Significance

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

The existing Killoch site is screened from view by intervening
topography and tree belts. Cawhallan is on the edge of the
building height ZTV, however only the proposed stack would just
be visible on the distant skyline.

High Tarbeg

425

ENE

ENE

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

Property is within building height ZTV. Oblique views of the

significant)

existing Killoch site from the access track only. All other views are
screened by farm buildings. The proposed development would in
part be screened by existing buildings and the asphalt plant with
the upper half of the stack being visible above the skyline in
oblique views from the access track only. Similar to Viewpoint 2
Torview

700

ENE

SSE

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Property is within building height ZTV. No views of existing Killoch

significant)

site due to intervening topography and buildings at High Tarbeg
farm. The very top of the proposed buildings and stack will be
visible from the access track above the skyline.
Watston

1450

ENE

SW-NE

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

There are very limited oblique views of the existing Killoch site due

significant)

to intervening mature trees and farm buildings. The property is
within the building height ZTV. The top of the proposed buildings
and stack would be visible above the skyline. Viewpoint 3
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Moat Toll

795

ENE

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

S

High

Magnitude

Significance

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Bungalow facing south, it is within building height ZTV. Open,

significant)

oblique views of existing Killoch site, the development would be
visible beyond the existing buildings and vegetation on site.
Viewpoint 2
Medium to low

Moderate adverse (significant)

Low is sufficient as building not facing the site and intervening
features
Hill House

795

ENE

W-E

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

New 2-storey house facing the site, it is within building height ZTV.

significant)

Ground floor views limited by roadside vegetation, views of
existing Killoch site from upper windows, the development would
be visible beyond the existing buildings and vegetation on site.
Viewpoint 2
Medium

Moderate to substantial

Medium to low is sufficient due to ground floor views screened

adverse (significant)

and due to intervening features
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Laigh Tarbeg

445

E

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

NW, SW, SE

High

Magnitude

Significance

Medium

Moderate to substantial

The property is within building height ZTV. There are open,

adverse (Significant)

oblique views of existing Killoch site, the development would be
beyond the existing buildings and vegetation on site. Viewpoint 2
Medium to high

Substantial adverse (Significant)

Medium is sufficient due to existing buildings and vegetation
Findlayston

2x

1850

E

properties

SW, SE &

High

NW-SE

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

Properties are within building height ZTV. There are open but

significant)

oblique views to the existing Killoch site. There would be open
views of the proposed development on the skyline in part
screened by buildings within the Killoch site and the existing (A70)
roadside tree belt.
Back o’ Hill

2000

ESE

E-W

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

There is an open view to the existing Killoch site. The property is

significant)

within the building height ZTV and there would be open views of
the proposed development on the skyline, though these would be
in the context of the existing Killoch works.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Holehouse

1345

ESE

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

NW

High

Magnitude

Significance

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

There is an open view to the existing Killoch site. The property is

significant)

within the building height ZTV and there would be open views of
the proposed development on the skyline, though these would be
in the context of the existing Killoch works.
Medium

Moderate to substantial

Medium to low is sufficient due to distance and presence of

adverse (Significant)

existing buildings
Glencorner

1600

SE

W-E, S

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

The property is within the building height ZTV, however views

significant)

from the dwellings towards the site are limited by adjacent farm
buildings. There would be oblique views of the proposed
development from the access track.
Hilltop

1390

SE

SW-NE,
NW-SE

High

Medium

Moderate to substantial

There is an open view to the existing Killoch site. The property is

adverse (Significant)

within the building height ZTV and there would be open views of
the proposed development on the skyline.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Rottenrow

1545

SSE

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

SSE-NNW

High

Magnitude

Significance

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

The property is within the building height ZTV, however there

significant)

would be oblique views from the access track only. View to the
north is restricted by the non-residential wings of the building
which would screen views of the proposed development from the
dwelling.
Westmost Cottage /
Auchness

815

SSE

NW-SE

High

Medium to high

Cottage

These properties are within the building height ZTV and there is an

Lessnessock (Group

open view to the north-west to the existing site. The proposed

x2)

development would be visible in this context on the skyline.

Substantial adverse (Significant)

Viewpoint 7
Lessnessock

710

S

W

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

Properties are within the building height ZTV, however there are
no views from Lessnessock due to adjacent vegetation and farm
buildings.
Lessnessock

710

S

N-S

High

Medium to high

Bungalows (Group

Properties are within the building height ZTV. Open views to the

x2)

north from the bungalows are possible with the existing site on

Substantial adverse (Significant)

skyline. The proposed development would be visible in the
context of the existing development. Viewpoint 7
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Woodhead

of

765

S

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

NNW-SSE

High

Lessnessock

Magnitude

Significance

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

Property is within building height ZTV but a block of woodland and

significant)

tall roadside hedgerow just to the north of the house would screen
ground floor views, there would however be some views above
these from upper windows.
Provost Mount

330

S

NNW-SSE

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

The view of both the existing site and the proposed development

significant)

would be filtered through foreground trees and substantially
screened when vegetation is in leaf, but in winter there would be
filtered, close views of the development. Viewpoint 13
Medium to high

Substantial adverse (Significant)

Medium to low sufficient as half the year the development would
be screened.
Bardarroch

Farm

1520

SSW

NW-SE, NE

High

Cottage

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

The property is within building height ZTV. Foreground trees

significant)

screen existing site and much of proposed development, however,
there would be an oblique view of stack and west end of the
buildings.
Bardarroch

Farm

1745

SSW

SE-NW, NE

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

and Barnhill (Group

Properties are within building height ZTV. There would be an open

significant)

x2)

view to the proposed development, with limited visual disruption
due to intervening vegetation.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Clydenoch

/

1010

SW

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

NNW-SSE

High

Clydenoch Cottage
(Group x2)

Magnitude

Significance

Medium to low. These properties are within building height ZTV.

Moderate adverse (not

There would be an oblique view of the proposed development

significant)

with some screening from intervening trees.

Macquittiston

1890

WSW

NNE

High

Medium to low

Moderate adverse (not

The property is within building height ZTV and there would be an

significant)

oblique view of the proposed development with limited screening
by intervening plantation woodland, hedgerows & hedgerow
trees, but over some distance.
Timancha

(Alwyn

1655

W

N-S, E-W

High

Cottage)

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

The property is within building height ZTV. There would be some
screening by intervening boundary vegetation, and the view
would be dominated by the foreground electricity pylon and
substation.

East Tarelgin / The
Bungalow

1090

W

S & S-N

High

(Group

x2)

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Properties are within building height ZTV however main views are

significant)

to the south, views from the bungalow would be screened by
intervening buildings, there would be limited views from the
eastern side of the farmhouse. Viewpoint 9

The Cottage

1325

W

S, W, E

High

Low to negligible
Property is within building height ZTV.

Slight adverse (not significant)
Some screening by

intervening East Tarelgin Farm however the top of the stack would
be visible above the skyline.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Killochside

300

W

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

SE-NW

High

Magnitude

Significance

Medium

Moderate to substantial

Property is within building height ZTV. There would be an oblique

adverse (Significant)

close view from the access track & rear garden with some
screening from intervening vegetation.
West Tarelgin

1610

W

S

High

Low

Slight to moderate adverse (not

Property is within building height ZTV. Oblique view from access

significant)

track of the top of the buildings and stack with some screening
from intervening trees and hedgerows.
Spierston

1660

NW

SSE-NNW

High

Negligible

Imperceptible to slight adverse

The property is not within the building height ZTV. The top of the

(not significant)

proposed stack would just be visible above the skyline and would
be seen in the context of existing intervening railhead / coal
handling area.
Hunterston

/

1865

NW

Varies

High

Low to negligible

Hunterston Bridge

There would be some screening from nearby hedgerows and trees

(Group)

and landform however the top of the stack and possibly the top of

Slight adverse (not significant)

the buildings would be perceptible above the skyline. Viewpoint
12
Braehead

1615

NW

SW-NE

High

Low to negligible

Slight adverse (not significant)

The property is just within the building height ZTV, however the
proposed development would be visible in part due to disruption
to views from intervening trees & farm buildings.
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Table 3
Potential visibility from the individual properties and groups of properties within 2km of the site and within the ZTV
Black: As submitted
Red: Ironside Farrar Assessment
Blue: WA response
Property

Distance (m)

Direction

From site boundary
Trabbochburn

/

1890

NW

Orientation

Sensitivity of

of property

visual receptors

SE-NW

High

Magnitude

Significance

Negligible

Imperceptible (not significant)

Trabbochburn

Properties are outside the building height ZTV. The existing Killoch

Bridge / Grannoch

site is screened from view by adjacent farm buildings and

(Group x3)

woodland plantation and these would screen views of the
proposed development.

Distances are measured from the closest point of the property/ group of properties to the proposed site boundary
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

Medium

Moderate adverse

Due to close views, existing

(not significant),

2km and 10km. The proposed development would be visible in part from

industrial context and roadside

reducing with

within 2km of the site but would be seen in the context of the existing

tree

distance

Killoch development and filtered from view at close quarters by the

distance

visual receptors
Motorways and A-roads within 10km of the site at the closest point and the ZTV
A70

The A70 passes along the southern edge of the site and is within the

Medium

building ZTV within 2km of the site and in and out of the ZTV between

users)

(road

filter,

reducing

with

existing roadside tree screen. Viewpoints 2 & 9
A76

The A76 is within the building ZTV for most of the section between

Medium

Mauchline to Cumnock and approximately 5.8km away from the site

users)

(road

Negligible-low
Due

boundary to the north-east at its closest point. There would be some

to

distant

Imperceptible to
oblique

slight adverse (not

backclothed views

significant)

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to intervening vegetation

significant)

distant and oblique views of the top of the stack in general back clothed
by distant rising topography. Viewpoint 4
B-roads within 10km of the site at the closest point and the ZTV
B705

The B705 links Mauchline, Catrine and Auchinleck and is approximately

Medium

7km to the north-east of the site boundary at its closest point. It is within

users)

the building ZTV as it passes over high ground to the south of Mauchline

(road

screen.

and the north of Auchinleck, however potential views of the development
would be limited by intervening vegetation cover.
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors
B730

The B370 can be spilt into two sections north and south of the A70. To

Medium

the north (and at its closest point to the site approximately 3km to the

users)

(road

Low (south of A70 and within

Slight adverse (south

5km only) due to partial oblique

of A70 and within 5km

west) the majority of it outside the ZTV within 5km and then in and out

but skyline views. Otherwise

only), otherwise

of the ZTV between 5km and 10km. To the south of the A70 the road is

negligible.

imperceptible

in and out of the ZTV, particularly over relatively high ground close to

adverse.

Drongan and also from Rankinston southwards. There would be some

(Not significant)

oblique views of the development in part above the intermediate skyline
for northbound traffic within5km and south of the A70. Beyond 5km,
distance would ensure that the stack is barely perceptible. Viewpoint 10
B742

The B742 runs approximately north-south in an arc in the western side of

Medium

the study area and is 5.2km to the west of the site boundary at its closest

users)

(road

point. It is in and out of the ZTV to the west of Hillhead and again north

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to distance and intervening

significant)

vegetation cover.

of Annbank. Distance would ensure that the development is barely
perceptible in available views.
B743

The B743 runs east through the northern edge of the study area between

Medium

Auchincruive to the north-west and Sorn in the north-east and is 5.8km

users)

(road

to the north of the site at its closest point. The proposed development

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to distance and screening

significant)

by intervening woodland cover

would in general be barely perceptible due to distance and screening by
intervening woodland cover.
B744

The B744 is in and out of the ZTV between Tarbolton and its junction with

Medium

Tarbolton Road approximately 4km to the north-east. It is 8.2km to the

users)

north-west of the site boundary at its closest point. The proposed

(road

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to distance and screening

significant)

by intervening woodland cover

development would in general be barely perceptible due to distance and
screening by intervening woodland cover.
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to roadside trees.

significant)

Low overall due to oblique nature

Slight adverse (not

of many views and disruption due

significant)

visual receptors
B7036 (Barony Road)

The B7036 runs between Auchinleck and Ochiltree and is approximately

Medium

2.6km to the east of the site boundary at its closest point (Ochiltree

users)

(road

centre). The long east-west straight past the Barony A-Frame is for the
most part within the building ZTV, however views of the development
from here would be restricted greatly by the existing roadside hedge and
tree belt.
B7046

The B7046 runs east west through the southern half of the study area

Medium

between Cumnock and its junction with the B730 north of Littlemill. At its

users)

(road

closest point it is approximately 2.5km to the south-west of the site at its

to intervening vegetation cover.

closest point. It is for the most part within the ZTV for this length however
the mostly oblique views vary considerably within the ZTV depending
upon elevation of viewpoint and degree of intervening vegetation screen.
Viewpoints 6 & 8
B7083

The B7083 runs between the A76 on the southern side of Cumnock north

Medium

to Auchinleck and is 6.2km to the east of the site boundary at its closest

users)

point. There would be some distant oblique views of the top of the stack

(road

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to distance and oblique

significant)

nature of the available views.

only from the more open sections of the road.
Public railways within 10km of the site at the closest point and the ZTV
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

Due to screening and distance

significant)

visual receptors
Glasgow

–

Kilmarnock

–

Carlisle – Newcastle line

This runs from the north south-eastwards through the northern and

Medium

eastern part of the study area and is 5.2km to the north-east of the site

users)

boundary at its closest point.

The closest station to the site is

and oblique nature of available

approximately 6.8km to the east-northeast of the site boundary at
Auchinleck.

(rail

views.

In general, potential views towards the site would be

screened by cuttings or trackside vegetation. Where available, views
would be oblique and distant and comprise glimpses of the top of the
stack.
Recreational Receptors within 10km of the site at the closest point and the ZTV
River

Ayr

Way

regional

footpath

The River Ayr Way runs east-west through the northern half of the study

High

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

area and is approximately 4.5km to the north of the site boundary at its

Due to intervening woodland

significant)

closest point. The majority of the route is excluded from the ZTV, the

screen.

exception being two 500m long sections to the north-west of
Barskimming. However, the dense wooded nature of the River Ayr
corridor at this point would mean that there would not be any views of
the proposed development.
Core paths around Mauchline

A series of circular walks from Mauchline and connections to Catrine.
Such Core Paths are for the most part within the building ZTV and
approximately 4.1km to the north-east of the site boundary at the closest

High

Low to negligible overall due to

Imperceptible to

intervening vegetation cover.

slight adverse (Not
significant)

point. However, these distant views are often disrupted and screened by
intervening vegetation cover.
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors
Core

path

–

(Catrine

Auchilneck)

This takes a circular route south-west from Catrine to join the B7036 on

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

the long Barony Road straight to Auchinleck. With the exception of the

High

Due to distance and oblique

significant)

area within 1km of Catrine the route is within the stack height ZTV and is

nature of the available views.

for the most part within the building ZTV. However, views of the
development would be restricted greatly by the existing hedges and tree
belts which the route follows.
Core

path

–

(Cumnock

Ochiltree)

This route runs approximately east - west on the northern side of the

High

Lugar Water and is approximately 2.9km to the east of the site boundary

Low overall due to intervening

Imperceptible to

vegetation cover.

slight adverse (not

at its closest point. The route is in and out of the building ZTV, however

significant)

in general the proposed development would be screened from view by
intervening woodland and tree cover.
Core

path

(Ochiltree

to

Drongan)

This route runs approximately south-west to north-east between the two

High

Medium to high

Substantial adverse

settlements and at its closest point is approximately 720m to the south

Due to proximity and open

(Significant),

of the site boundary. For the majority of its length the route is within the

skyline but oblique nature of

reducing with

building ZTV. Visual impacts would be greatest along the Lessnessock

views

distance

Farm Track where oblique views to the north would include the proposed

context, reducing with distance

and

the

industrial

stack and buildings on the skyline in the context of the existing Killoch
industrial site and railhead. Effects would diminish with distance and
existing tree cover would screen views from sections of the route.
Viewpoints 2, 3, 7, 10
Core paths to west side of

Circular routes on the west and northern side of the town. Though for

Drongan

the most part within the ZTV, there would in general be no view of the

High

The development would not be visible due to existing intervening tree
cover surrounding the park.
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overall

due

to

intervening vegetation cover

development due to intervening vegetation and built development.
Merlin Loch Park, Auchinleck

Negligible

Imperceptible (not
significant)

and built development.
Medium

Negligible

overall

due

intervening vegetation.

to

Imperceptible (not
significant)
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Table 4
Potential visibility from the transport routes and recreational receptors in the vicinity of the site and within the ZTV
Roads, paths etc

Potential visibility of the Development

Sensitivity of

Magnitude

Significance

visual receptors
Play area, Skares

The development would not be visible due to existing intervening

Medium

vegetation.
Ballochmyle Golf Club, Catrine

overall

due

to

Imperceptible (not

intervening vegetation.

significant)

Low to negligible overall due to

Imperceptible to

existing tree cover in and around the golf course would screen most views

intervening vegetation cover

slight adverse (not

to the site. There would be some distant and oblique views of the top of

and distant oblique nature of

significant)

Approximately 6km to the north of the site boundary at its closest point,

the stack from the
Playing field, Rankinston

Negligible

1st,

18th

Medium

green and Clubhouse.

Approximately 6.3km to the south-west at its closest point and on the

available views.
Medium

edge of the ZTVS, there would be no views of the proposed development

Negligible

overall

due

to

Imperceptible (not

intervening built development.

significant)

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

due to adjacent development within Rankinston.
Rodlea Golf Course / Ayr Golf

Approximately 8km to the west of the site boundary at its closest point

Centre (to west of Cadogan)

and with all but the very western and eastern corners excluded from the

Medium

overall

due

to

intervening vegetation.

significant)

ZTV. However, in practice, intervening tree cover would screen all
potential views of the development.
Public park in Coylton

The park is set within the centre of Coylton and as such there would be

Medium

no views due to built development.
Playing fields, Annbank

Two separate open spaces which are both within the ZTV. There would

Medium

be no views however due to the dense woodland cover to the south and

Negligible

overall

due

to

Imperceptible (not

intervening built development.

significant)

Negligible

Imperceptible (not

overall

due

to

intervening vegetation.

significant)

east of the settlement.
Public park in Tarbolton

Public Park in Mauchline
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The park is approximately 8km to the north-west of the site at its closest

Medium

Negligible

overall

due

to

point to the boundary. Views out of the park are screened by surrounding

intervening vegetation cover

housing and vegetation.

and built development.

The park is approximately 6.5km to the north-east of the site at its closest

Medium

Negligible

overall

due

to

point to the boundary. Views out of the park are screened by surrounding

intervening vegetation cover

housing and vegetation.

and built development.

Imperceptible (not
significant)
Imperceptible (not
significant)
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